Diesel advertising poses a conundrum for semiotics practitioners. Diesel ads are thought-provoking and seem to interrogate prevailing social mores as well as impugning fashion and consumerism. Each season's Successful Living campaign is semiotically rich with a high connotative index. Teasing out these polysemic meanings is not a straightforward task, however. This article examines in detail six Diesel campaigns from 2000 to 2008. The article focuses on the rhetorical devices and representational tropes that form the grounds for a Diesel approach to advertising. These include both a kitsch aesthetic and a camp sensibility. The author argues that the same brand constructs twin codes -one that positions Diesel as a scurrilous and insightful countercultural observer with key objections to our consumerist culture, and the other a nihilistic and ludic mischief maker that invites smart decoders into a realm of irony and textual bliss. The analysis applies a toolkit approach to semiotics that amalgamates theoretical grounding with pragmatism.
the text that imposes a state of loss, the text that discomforts, unsettles the consistency of one's tastes, values, memories . . .
-Roland Barthes (1975: 14) In so far as poetry, or any other of the arts, can be said to have an ulterior purpose, it is, by telling the truth, to disenchant and disintoxicate.
-W. H. Auden (1962: 27) 1. Introduction: Why Diesel?
Diesel advertising is singular and possesses a number of peculiarities. They do not use market research to pre-test or post-track any of their advertising. Company spokeswomen defend this decision, citing their wish to show vision rather than second guess their consumers' wishes. Diesel produces a new campaign every June and December. There is no regional customization for any of their work and all of their work runs globally. Diesel is an unashamed image advertiser in an epoch where big brands have started shunning grand gestures. John Grant (2001) heralded the demise of 'image' advertising in his landmark book After image. Since then, trends in marketing communications have been towards digital, interactive, and ambient media. Cutting edge magazines such as Contagious celebrate the death of empty images and the birth of greater authenticity in branding. Diesel ads however are glossy, flamboyant, and a throwback to the halcyon days of 1950s lifestyle advertising. The tagline ''For Successful Living'' remains its slogan and Diesel invests most of its media in print.
The Diesel clothing company, headquartered in Molvena, Italy, was founded by Renzo Rosso in 1978. He chose the name Diesel, then an enlightened energy source, to denote a company with an alternative ethos to fashion.
Diesel is part of the ''Only the Brave'' group; in 2006, the holding company made revenues of over 1.1 billion euros. Anecdotal reports show that this symbolic investment has paid dividends. Through Dutch agency Kessels Kramer's advertising tenure from 2000-2005, Diesel doubled its turnover and have continued to open up new stores. In 2005, they shifted the account from Kessels Kramer to Paris based agency Marcel but there is a thread of continuity throughout and their strategy seems to work. So if Diesel advertising works and helps to drive brand growth, what is their advertising model and how does it attract consumers to Diesel clothing? Diesel is rich terrain for semiotic practitioners and enthusiasts due to the palpably symbolic content of the work and because the brand employs the full arsenal of rhetorical techniques. For those seeking to oppose and rein in the excesses of consumerism, Diesel is surely their worst nightmare.
The main thesis here is that Diesel does not seek to transmit messages of product quality so much as sell ideologies both procultural and countercultural. The argument adumbrated in this paper is that nowhere else has a brand capitalized so brazenly on the opportunities for cultural play a¤orded by our postmodern age. Nor has any other brand orchestrated and evoked false ideology more shrewdly in service of the marketing ends than Diesel.
So Diesel is double-coded, managing to communicate in semiotic stereo.
Their press release states: ''The ingredients of Diesel ads remain the same irony, provocation, intelligence sex appeal. Whilst never concealing the fact that it is 'selling', Diesel treats consumers as intelligent human beings who appreciate a thought provoking message over a simple one.'' 1 But this truly undersells the shrewdness, intentional or not, of their advertising.
The paper argues that Diesel is the postmodern brand par excellence in the way it embraces the cultural logic of late capitalism. Diesel is unique in its ability to propagate the virtues of consumerism via the play of signs -while simultaneously decrying it. Diesel envelops consumers in the bliss of the text through sardonic recycling of social mores and contemporary predilections while reflecting the paradoxes and scruples of the twenty-first century.
There have been a number of examinations of Diesel advertising from an academic perspective. This paper attempts to make a contribution to the field by looking at Diesel from a marketing communications as well as semiotic perspective and by drawing on a number of campaigns from 2000 to the present day.
Theoretical considerations -toolkit approach
Before we consider the work, it is worth stating at the outset some methodological points, theoretical underpinnings, and the epistemology assumptions that inform the thesis and argument.
As a semiotician embedded within a qualitative research agency, one is forced to adopt the axioms and protocols of the environment. We exist to give our clients a competitive advantage through marketing intelligence and consumer insight. Our industry privileges the useful and actionable over the purely fascinating and has little interest in theoretical niceties.
Much has been written on the importing of semiotics into marketing (Mick et al. 2004 ). The authors conclude that semiotics is not properly applied as theory; a logical system with a set of true axioms and propositions that can be applied in order to describe, explain or predict properties in specific domains in a research programme. To be sure, semiotics does not quality as a ''hard theory'' that insists on such theory being robust enough to be predictable, testable, and falsifiable. But this author holds that the notion of doctrinaire methodological purity is a false expectation and would surely dilute the wondrous creative richness of the semiotic enterprise.
Semiotics is more properly a perspective; that of prioritizing sign systems, applicable to multiple domains in which theory fragments are applied with a degree of methodological flexibility (Posner, Robering, and Sebeok 2003) .
The author's experience in brand marketing indicates that this ought to be seen as a strength rather than a weakness of commercial semiotics.
Commercial semiotics is a consultancy-based methodology that can be applied to all aspects of brands and marketing. It was started in the 1980s by Viriginia Valentine, founder of Semiotics Solutions, and is now quite established in the UK. Such work brings insight into product categories from personal care to sports apparel. Semiotics can aid in development of packaging guidelines or make recommendations on key signifiers in advertising. Semiotics has brought insight into dairy codes in Germany, the mythical world of moisturization in Japan, and the ideologies underpinning air purification category in the US, to cite recent examples.
On a practical level, the need for revenue demands an open-mindedness and malleability of thinking. What is required is discretion over which theories are most appropriate to which business problems. This would typically involve a decision to apply Jakobson's (1960) communicative functions to looking at the plastic discourses in packaging designs or Peirce's trichotomy of index/icon/symbol to examining pack logos. As long as the spirit of the discipline is respected, then several techniques can fruitfully coexist within the same client study.
In essence, the type of theory applied here is explicitly the ''soft version'' of theory. Susan Strange (1994) , the international relations theorist, propounded her theory definition as any set of arguments used to explain what defies human logic. She cites the example of a burning building; we do not require a theory to understand why people are fleeing the building, but we do if we see someone running into the building. Semiotics is an interpretation of meanings that explains disparate facts within a hermeneutic framework.
The theoretical approach here is therefore heartily eclectic. The informing spirit is that of Roland Barthes in structuralist mode when he interrogated advertising, peeling away layers to expose the bourgeois conceits below. The seminal text here is his (1957) tract 'Myth today' in Mythologies. His term ''semioclasm'' attempted to expose and demolish bourgeois myths. The commercial semiotician turns this laudable mission on its head to help to tease out meanings in cultural production to help companies better understand how to exploit them for brand benefit.
Finally semiotics owes much to abductive reasoning. Charles Peirce coined the term abduction, which he termed the ''conjectural paradigm.'' Commercial semiotics, without always necessarily acknowledging it, uses a roaming form of ''musement'' in which instinct, inference, and stunt thinking are intermingled: tracing patterns in signs, cross-referencing signs, pursuing hunches, much like a detective's work in solving a crime. This paper will take the toolkit approach to semiotics and decoding ads. It is thus hoped it will illuminate the practice of commercial semiotics.
Diesel, kitsch, and camp
Diesel advertising distinguishes itself from other advertisers by adopting kitsch as its design signature. Kitsch is exemplified through employment of its key symbols: clowns, balloons, white clothing, tacky sex dolls, neon lighting, frivolous fur, vulgar polar bear rugs. In foregrounding these objects, Diesel make a fetish of this mode of representation. The treatment of the campaigns is also laced with kitsch; creative uses of bright and or deep primary colors and highly saturated grading filters in photography and post-production finish. Kitsch is a key strategy that fabricates hyper-realities through semiotic surfeit, gaudy hyperbole, and cloying saturation.
Kitsch is an elusive term with a colloquial, straightforward meaning. It is commonly used to describe products of bad taste, inferior quality, and exaggerated sentimentality. Plastic flowers, glazed porcelain shrines to the baby Jesus, garden gnomes, and portraits of white kittens in ribbons are all examples of kitsch. Kitsch has both aesthetic and ideological facets that make it uncannily apt as a resource for advertising, which seeks a surreptitious ambiguity. It has been interpreted both as a product of a particular epoch and abstracted as a transcendent aesthetic in philosophy.
Critical theorists such as Theodor Adorno (2001) have written about kitsch. Jean Baudrillard in Consumer society (Baudrillard 1998) concluded that kitsch is emblematic of the vulgarization brought about by industrial production. For him, proliferation of kitsch grew hand in hand with increasing social mobility and the rise of the parvenu, desperate to ape bourgeois taste in the nineteenth century. For Baudrillard, kitsch grows in reverse proportion to the availability of precious objects with genuine aesthetic value: ''Kitsch can best be defined as a pseudo-object or in other words, as a simulation, a copy, an imitation, a stereotype, as a dearth of real signification and a superabundance of signs, of allegorical references, disparate connotations, as a glorification of detail and a saturation by details. Kitsch is a cultural category'' (Baudrillard 1998: 110) .
The aesthetic account of kitsch is laid out by Thomas Kulka (1996) in his book Kitsch and art where he argues that kitsch goes beyond being bad art and, in fact, is ontologically distinct from art. He lays out three conditions or prerequisites for art to qualify as kitsch: (1) that the subject matter in question is emotionally charged, (2) that it be figurative and immediately identifiable, and (3) that the work should not enrich, modify or intensify the way we subsequently regard what is being depicted. This last condition -crucial for this analysis -explains why kitsch so easily slips into sentimentality and why it is seen as anti-art.
Kulka's investigation of kitsch concludes that the danger is not in artistic incompetence but in its grim reliance on formula and in its parasitism of more precedent, more edifying stylistic innovations. As Kulka explains: ''Kitsch never ventures into the avant-garde . . . Looking back at the era of modernist art, we could say that its very ethos is a negation of kitsch. What can contrast more strongly with the reactionary conservatism of kitsch than modernism's incessant search for innovation?'' (Kulka 1996: 107) .
In his analysis of literature, Kulka describes heavily determined narratives, twee plot outcomes, pat endings, and romanticized melodrama as kitsch. The easy solutions and simplistic universalizing morality of kitsch has been critiqued on ideological grounds. Kulka argues that kitsch is designed to buttress our basic beliefs and sentiments, not to disturb or question them. Prototypical kitsch requires no interpretation and orchestrates a stock emotive reaction. This is why kitsch has been so readily employed in the service of totalitarian regimes -as discussed by writer.
Milan Kundera (1984) devotes a section to kitsch and its relationship to the totalitarian regime in his novel Unbearable lightness of being. He writes that 'whenever a single political movement corners power we find ourselves in the realm of totalitarian kitsch ' (1984: 245) . For Kundera, kitsch goes beyond art and is an underlying perceptive category that stultifies our faculties. Kitsch thus becomes master ideology, power play, and is part of hegemonic power structures. The kitsch mindset shows an ''angelic'' blindness to everything problematic and unaccommodating about experience. Ultimately, the ambition of kitsch is to set up ''a folding screen to curtain o¤ death'' (Kundera 1984: 247) -smothering all dissent in a cloying embrace. As we will see, this has something in common with views of consumerism
In his 1987 book Five faces of modernity, Matei Calinescu examines kitsch as a product of particular historical circumstances. He devotes an entire chapter to kitsch, which he terms an ''aesthetic form of lying'' and continues ''As such, it obviously has a lot to do with the modern illusion that beauty may be bought and sold . . . beauty turns out to be rather easy to fabricate . . . even nature has ended up resembling cheap art'' (Calinescu 1987: 8) . Calinescu argues that kitsch is deliberately without substance because it seeks to grant immediate gratification through consumerism. Indeed, kitsch is a cultural form that encourages and revels not only in conspicuous consumption but in its own disposability: ''Even the most laborious and expensive varieties of kitsch contain a built in selfadvertisement -an invitation to possession and ready enjoyment. The aesthetic charm of kitsch is transparently commercial'' (Calinescu 1987: 252) .
Calinescu reminds us that kitsch has been long used ironically by the avant-garde for disruptive purposes. But Diesel does not produce kitsch but rather kitschified parodies of kitsch. Diesel also appropriates kitsch for ironic purposes. Kitsch also alerts the reader an implied critical stance: a nagging doubt about the brand's belief in its own ostensible message. It is signs of kitsch that ultimately vitiate the sincerity of the utopias presented by Diesel. Kitsch undercuts the possibility of perfection by hinting at its ulterior motives. The gambit is as follows: superficial kitsch in Diesel advertising is to the ultimate message what derivative kitsch is to the original art. Diesel holds up the trashiness of the vehicle but hints at something lying underneath. So this is where Diesel's kitsch diverges from Kulka's model. Diesel's kitsch actually opens up rather than closes down enquiry. Diesel thus rehearses the rhetorical stratagems of Pop Art.
As Kulka writes, ''An important feature that places Pop Art at a distance from kitsch is its wit, irony, and ambiguity. One of the salient features of kitsch is that it is always univocal, unambiguous, and deadly serious. It is this seriousness that makes kitsch so pathetic. And it is often its pathos that makes kitsch ridiculous . . . irony is incompatible with kitsch'' (Kulka 1996: 111) .
Clearly contemporary changes demand that we look at notions of kitsch with fresh eyes. Kitsch is now celebrated as part of our sophisticated and eclectic popular culture along with 1980s haircuts, cheesy songs, and corny television programmes. Japanese kitsch is pink, flu¤y, and cute, Mexican kitsch is both pious and carnivalesque. Kitsch has also been appropriated by artists such as Je¤ Koons. Koons has kept the art world guessing as to whether he is secretly mocking the images he professes to love or whether he genuinely exalts his shiny oeuvre. Some claim that Koons work merely imitates the shallowness and crassness of US society. Koons's ''Hanging Heart'' piece sold for 23.6 million dollars at Sotheby's in New York in 2007, provoking many to assess his work as actually unabashedly commercial rather than ironic. However Koons work parallels Diesel in the half-joking, half-serious side to the work. Diesel have metabolized kitsch as a default medium employing a detached, sardonic, sophisticated wit.
While the dominant representational code is that of kitsch, it coexists with a related and mutually reinforcing trope -camp. In one execution from the 2005 campaign, a femme fatale leans over a hideous stu¤ed polar bear looking languorously into the camera. A dominatrix wearing a leather tasselled hunting jacket straddles her client on a fur lined plinth. He writhes in pleasure. A cowboy hunk with ripped abs and wearing shades reclines on a red velour bed looking satiated with look of rapt pleasure on his face; above the bed is the neon display of a pinball machine (see Figure 1) . A bare chested cowboy reclines on a chaise longue with a sneer of pleasure on his face while in the background five Russian dolls sit on the shelf behind him -their mouths gaping open in sexual availability. The Diesel models featured are cast to be eerily androgenous, artificially airbrushed, and quite ambiguous in gender. They are styled to 'send up' the roles they play. Gestures are camped up and they seem to revel in the artificiality.
Camp is related to kitsch and also has a subversive past that allows it to be used as a signifying resource. In her pioneering essay ''On camp,'' Susan Sontag defined it as a sensibility and suggested that ''the essence of camp is the unnatural: of artifice and exaggeration'' (Sontag 1964: 53) . Sontag traces ''camp'' back to the seventeenth century as a sign of superfluity, luxury, and the purely ornamental. Sontag believed that camp is about the ''stylization of the signifier.'' Laura Christian writes: ''Camp highlights the discernibly exaggerated or 'o¤ ' qualities of the signifier; it inserts the signifier into quotation marks, theatricalizing it at the expense of the signified'' (Christian 2001: 118) . Camp has been appropriated by gender-marginalized groups because it acts as a subtle expression of deviance while playing within dominant norms of society. It is a way of channeling rage at stigmatization via amused detachment.
What is most significant about camp is that it is also double-coded both as a clever protest against naturalization of gender roles and as a reinforcement of hetero-normative bigotry -simultaneously subversive and reactionary. ''Because it employs a logic of duplicity, flaunting itself as an 'open secret,' I would suggest [camp] does not so much 'subvert' or displace the dominant code as it juxtaposes the latter with the 'perverse' code, rendering the sign available to a doubled interpretation . . . it converts the sign into a lure. Camp creates an oscillation between discursive codes'' (Christian 2001: 137) . This is perfectly tailored for Diesel who use dissent through deviance but, as this paper argues, ultimately buttress consumerist norms.
Camp also presupposes cognoscenti who have been initiated into this code. Diesel borrows the flamboyance of camp shorn of its queer agenda. For Diesel, the 'interpretative enclave' of choice is not a persecuted queer minority but the tortured young things of twenty-first century consumer society. 
Diesel, irony, and fashion
There are the obvious things like standing out, not positioning yourself as anyone else but di¤erently, but the main thing is that there is always an irony behind the message that you get also there is a touch of irony against themselves.
-Pieter Leendeertse (Partner, Kessels Kramer) Irony is the overarching approach Diesel takes to marketing its products. This enables the brand to perpetuate the myth of countercultural fervor while playing with its audience. This irony takes place at several levels within the Diesel signification system. We have just examined the tactical role of kitsch and camp in double-coding the advertising but it is worth looking in more detail at how Diesel constructs its image through subject matter.
''The evaluation of the ironic sign requires the retrospective assessment of its modality status. Re-evaluating an apparently literal sign for ironic cues requires reference to perceived intent and to truth status. An ironic statement is not, of course, the same as a lie since it is not intended to be taken as 'true.' Irony has sometimes been referred to as 'double-coded' '' (Chandler 1994: Ch. 7) .
Irony is part of figurative language, where it is a mode of representation. Irony can be defined as a literary or rhetorical device in which there is an incongruity or discordance between what a speaker and a writer says and what is generally understood. Diesel advertising displays a plethora of what could be called ironic forms from ironic art, where they reprise a text through pastiche, to verbal irony, the strap line 'Successful Living' would be one such ironic statement. In the penultimate section of the paper, we deal with Diesel's use of historical irony whereby the brand looks askance at a present set of circumstances through the eyes of assumed hindsight.
Diesel is certainly not unique in its use of irony. A number of other fashion brands including American Apparel have used technique. Ironic humor is a staple of beer advertising in the UK and the US. Furthermore, the rise of small organic food brands has also popularized a form of ironic humor. What distinguishes Diesel in the view of this author is the thoroughness with which irony colors everything they do and their commitment to it.
In his book Solidarity, contingency, and irony, Richard Rorty identified irony as the most appropriate response to the failure of Platonic beliefs.
Rorty believes that irony a pragmatic response to the errors of essentialism; one learns from historical contingency and operates as an antidote to hubris. Rorty compares ironists with metaphysicians and suggests that while the latter are obsessed with truth, the former are alive to the contingency of all language games and absurdity of trying to reach any definitive notions of our reality. They believe that social hope and human solidarity lie in our empathy for others and in sensitivity to how we can cause pain. He says: ''I call people of this sort ironists . . . never quite able to take themselves seriously because always aware that the terms in which they describe themselves are subject to change, always aware of the contingency and fragility of their final vocabularies, thus of their selves'' (Rorty 1991: 73-74 ). Diesel appears to subscribe to this view and this wisdom is particularly in evidence in how they talk about the future.
Fashion is perhaps the most consistent of Diesel leitmotifs and is arguably the perpetual target of brand satire. Diesel mocks the faddism of modern media circus and the conceit of the fashion victim. Each campaign has as its target the narcissism, neurosis, and conceit of the fashionobsessed. We have chosen three campaigns to look at here in the section on Diesel irony. Each of them deals with an aspect of fashion: brand's manipulation of our desire, the fetishization of youth and the 'faddishization' of belief.
Happiness sponsored by Diesel
So how does irony figure in Diesel advertising? The irony varies widely in terms of how explicitly it is expressed -but wherever it occurs, it involves knowing chumminess and sly insinuation. It invites the switched on young viewer entangle him or herself in the bliss of the text. In the 2002 campaign, Diesel Sponsors Emotions, created by Kessels Kramer, irony is very heavy. This campaign uses a retro 1950s tagline to declare that Diesel now sponsors emotions such as Happiness, Delight, Fun, and Freedom (Figures 2 and 3 ). Flora and fauna are portrayed as artificial, distorted, and subordinate to humans -the animals are rendered as awkward, glazed, kitschified, and somehow decontextualized within their milieu. Models seem to be rendered anonymous and lacking individuation. They are mannequins upon which to drape clothes, and ciphers for the brand. The exaggerated camp theatricality of their poses betrays the telegraphed nature of the message. O‰cial confirmation of a preferred ironic reading is the ambassador for the campaign: a white faced red clown modeled on Ronald McDonald. This clown is hideously kitsch and, in assuming the role of brand ambassador, he casts into question the veracity of the caption. Unlike whimsical and often sentimental circus clowns who feign emotional incontinence to help the audience drop their own sti¤ masks, this clown wears an opaque rictus grin that freezes emotion. This clown embodies the anesthesis of emotional experience. Apparently immune to peaks or troughs of emotion himself, he needs no mood enhancement and enjoys a permanent plateau. The pertinent question is about how Diesel can claim to sponsor emotions when their spokesperson is utterly immune to them?
One dictionary definition of sponsorship is: ''someone who assumes the responsibility for some other person or thing'' -and this is the point. Diesel embrace irresponsibility and seek to highlight the implausibility of real emotional 'sponsorship' while conceding that there is a moodaltering mechanism to brand advertising. Diesel cunningly distances itself from the more conventional purveyors of this strategy and seems to deplore trite marketing ploys. This enables Diesel to take the moral high ground.
But the emotional palette they present is just a smokescreen -what one is left with is one emotion: 'desire' for consumer goods. All the flailing about leads to desire since this is the only emotion advertising is truly concerned with eliciting. All others are mere incidentals without benefit.
Stay young forever
Created by Kessels Kramer, the ''Stay Young Forever'' from Fall/Winter 2001 is an acerbic commentary upon notions of youth, beauty, and narcissism. The campaign features mannequins with semi-human complexions who have apparently chosen to make drastic life changes in return for everlasting youth (Figure 4) . Preserving their pulchritude is their only mission. Some choose not to think, some not to move, some to be frozen in permanent yoga asanas or hooked up to oxygen tanks and all look vacuous. Some executions feature candidates who are cloned or reincarnated and others embalmed and celibate all in return for eternal youth. One depicts a female model bristling with acupuncture needles. She declares that her boy friend died trying to kiss her but that this had been for her a small price to pay.
The expression on the faces of these young people speaks not of their smugness at having made the right decision. Their faces speak in mute neutrality impervious to emotion. They are ghoulish in their countenance: sepulchral, with plastic skin and blank gazes. Some ads show couples, seemingly estranged and distant from one another. These young people are more interested in maintaining their perfect bodies than in caring for each other; each is splendidly isolated. Human relationships have been callously let slide in the quest for immortality. Ephemeral sensory pleasure has been forfeited in return for guarantees of eternal good looks and the security of perpetual perfection. The background is e¤ulgent white without any discernible backdrop giving an ethereal, unnerving atmosphere to the ads. Intimacy is voided from this tableau and selfishness reigns supreme.
With the headline ''Don't have Sex!'' one of the ads has the protagonists proclaim: ''We are 110-year-old virgins and proud of it. By keeping our juices to ourselves, we've prevented aging. Wouldn't you choose everlasting beauty over nine seconds of sticky passion?'' Another reads: ''We would rather be sexy forever than have sex. Keeping all our bodily fluids to ourselves stops us from getting old. Virginity is ever so good for the complexion.'' A third reads: ''I thought my youth was over, but then I discovered cloning. Now I can discover being young attractive again. And if I discover a wrinkle I'll just clone another me.'' In short, their gambits for staying young and ''saving'' themselves involve sacrifice, physical discomfort, celibacy or voluntary social ostracism. So, these Diesel protagonists become misanthropes inured to human warmth and relationships. The campaign end line is a deliberate double entendre ''save yourself '' suggests both the notion of purity pledges and waiting till marriage to have sex and the much vaunted preservative function of fashion -continually updating one's appearance to stave o¤ stagnation.
This campaign can be seen to criticize, through ironic parodymetaphors of immortality via cloning and celibacy -the faith placed in youth fashion. By implication it questions the excesses of youth-obsessed and selfish teens. The insinuation is that engagement with life is more important than attempts to stave o¤ mortality and maturation through surgery or sham ornamentation. It postulates an unsettling vision of our immortality in which everlasting youth turns into a vapid purgatory of passionless ennui.
In this campaign, irony both allows Diesel to raise serious philosophical questions around the implications of human cloning but also level a vicious critique at its counterpart labels within its own industry and at the vacuous individuals that populate them.
Taking action
''Taking Action!'' from Fall/Winter 2002 by Kessels Kramer features a pastiche of protest movements. In these executions, genuine ideological protest for communitarian ideals and in solidarity with oppressed groups is here replaced by pure petulance. The serious issues of 1968 are discarded in favor of personal whim and frivolity. One execution features a furtive punk in the process of defacing a wall with the words: ''Legalize the 4 day weekend.'' Another apparently angry mob take to the streets in order to ''free the goldfish'' agitate for people of ''share more bath water'' or to get people to ''respect'' their ''moms'' ( Figure 5 ). Other protests seek to fight for more green lights or demand more hand-holding and the writing of love letters. The fervor of the protesters seems disproportionate to their paltry ideals.
The characters in the advertising are heavily stylized and made up to resemble goths, rockers, and punks. This gives them a melancholic and slightly pathetic air. They have made themselves up to go out on protest and seem as interested in how they look as they do in proclaiming their message. In this sense, the protests are as analogous to gay pride parades as much they are to political demonstrations. There is a carnivalesque aspect to these gatherings that suggests going through the motions.
On the face of it, the ads are making a mockery of today's fragmented protest movements that have splintered and lost momentum since more serious student activism of 1968. The great radical coalition of 1968 was rabidly anti-authoritarian, volatile, and eventually violent. The issues for which they fought were profound and urgent. There was real jeopardy in the outcome and they had faith in political change. Agitating for an end to unjust wars, fighting racial and class injustice mobilized huge numbers of committed people and the movements were backed up by real intellectual heft.
Diesel does not tend to be this directly political. They want to show how fashion has perverted ideology such that it has become a lifestyle choice. The hegemony of consumerism has eroded both the idealism and vision of generations since 1968 and sapped their faith in political endeavors. Diesel hints at this political apathy -the replacement of the brand name by the word ''Action'' performs a semiotic ritual -action is consumer choice. This campaign is an allegory in microcosm for the wider countercultural heist perpetrated by savvy brands since the 1960s and dealt with below.
This ironic stance on consumerism benefits the brand by testifying to deep insights into human nature: our selfishness, our gullibility, and the fragility of our idealism in the face of consumerist culture and the pressures of life. By depicting the foibles of the human condition, Diesel connects with target consumers who themselves struggle with the same issues -this builds a complicity that their stance on the future further cements.
Diesel, irony, and the future
Diesel established its metier by concentrating its invective on the follies of the fashion world. However, in recent years it has become more ambitious and expansive in its concerns. Diesel's more recent campaigns reveal a preoccupation with the future. Sometimes these futures are distant and fantastical as in ''Human After All''; at other times, relatively proximate scenarios or extrapolations from present circumstances. Some are accelerations of present tendencies presented in hyperbolic fashion. They can best be classed therefore as heterotopias, a word coined by Michel Foucault (Foucault 1984) to describe exotic 'Other' locales often set adrift in time and geographically nebulous -since they are often surreal, eclectic, and chronologically di‰cult to place. However, in one of its campaigns, in 2005 ''The Future, A Musical To Believe In,'' Diesel more overtly presents an ironic vision of the future and this campaign is a clue to their ethos.
In précis, Diesel taps into our collective doubts around the future. These involve alternative conceptualizations of history. Diesel positions itself in these debates both as a future brand stranded in an already outmoded present and simultaneously as a clairvoyant brand possessing temporal awareness. This paper argues that Diesel accomplishes several things with this. The brand can assume a critical detachment, and casts itself as an enlightened, sagacious brand beyond our present entanglements. This also helps to give itself an alibi in its attacks on today's status quo by purporting to be both temporally transcendent and ontologically separate.
Global warming ready
In the Spring/Summer 2007 campaign, Diesel tackled the issue of global warming. The five executions depicted wearers of Diesel clothing after a seeming apocalypse. New York and London are underwater, St Mark's square in Venice is home to tropical birds, and the Ei¤el Tower is partly engulfed in an equatorial rainforest. In one spot, a desperate looking girl accelerates away from a submerged London in a speedboat loaded down with shopping bags. The inference is that she has been bargain hunting apparently even after our plutocratic capital has been inundated by floods. In another, a man and woman play out a scene of exquisite ambiguity. A couple lie stranded on the roof of a skyscraper surrounded by floodwater set in a Manhattan of the future (Figure 6 ). The female model pours water into the mouth of her bare-chested companion, which he gleefully savors. There is great tenderness in their gaze but also callousness in the gesture. They use water as a fetish object apparently indi¤erent to our planet's fate.
The irony is explicit in this advertising -after all how can any brand really be global warming ready? The tagline shows immense chutzpah or at least insouciance. On one level, Diesel seem to be blithely denying either the reality or importance of climate change. On the other hand, ecological activism is a bandwagon that has been jumped on by brands claiming to be 'green' while doing little to help the environment. In being upfront about their disengagement, Diesel takes a subtle swipe at the hypocrisy of 'greenwashing' brands that talk a good game while doing nothing. Diesel concedes that they themselves are powerless to a¤ect change and are just in the business of selling clothes. Diesel thus uses comical nihilism, and the idea that we are all powerless to stop the inevitable apocalypse in order to question the behavior of other, more politically correct but perhaps more cynical brands. An earlier 2004 campaign entitled 'Nature: Love it While it Lasts' also engaged with this topic. It depicted well-dressed young people each in sensual congress with the flora and fauna of nature, commentary on the fragility of the planet, so Diesel does have a track record on this topic.
Human after all
This campaign is a complement to Global Warming Ready in that it posits a future where the environment has changed but human behavior goes on much as before. The ad campaign shows people living in a futuristic land clearly inspired by Ridley Scott's Blade Runner (Figure 7) . Intergalactic travel is routine and residential citadels float in the urban night sky. Despite the futuristic surroundings, however, our species is still fallible and lives in a world where things often go wrong. A space buggy malfunctions and has to be pushed, even space travel is subject to delay, and assembling flat pack furniture is still a real challenge. ''Human After All'' (this campaign's slogan), is the name of a Daft Punk album title. This album by the French producers and remixers is a melancholy meditation on the technological mediation of modern life. ''Human After All'' is an aphorism that speaks with a mixture of relief and exasperation at the fact that humanity endures through the ages with our nature untouched. The tagline is scrawled in the bottom left of each frame in quirky cursive handwriting. The signature is an index of human whimsy and a stubborn resistance to robotic takeover. The final message is that when technology finally divorces people like us from the Earth, human nature will abide. Humanity can be found not in our grand endeavors and scientific achievements but in our frailties and the minutiae of our relationships. Diesel is skeptical in the face of those who predict radical modifications to our nature (e.g., cyborg). Diesel recognizes that little curiosities of life can never really be abolished.
The future -A musical to believe in
This campaign provides a most straightforward manifesto for Diesel's view of the future. A troop of performers dance and sing seemingly in perfect choreography across several city settings from parks through to a housing block forecourt (Figure 8 ). They shimmy to the side, extend their arms in rapture and seem to beseech the viewer for applause. While we cannot see any proscenium or curtain, the protagonists gaze towards us as if in mid-performance. The stars in front bask in our attention and are followed by a multitude of extras all staging a popular hit that we cannot hear. The acrobatics and dramatic gesticulations and flouncing movements fall into the realm of camp as dealt with above. There are also glimpses of kitsch such as a white steed, white flares, and pink umbrellas that exacerbate the irony. The Diesel logo appears somewhere in the background in all the spots, on massive banner hung from a building, on a recycling bin, the side of a truck or hanging from a zeppelin over head. The location of the brand is important. It hovers over the proceedings -a balloon hovering above the performance in the parkcontrolling, monitoring, and observing, but not intervening. Diesel is the impresario of this show, which parades as a fiction. This is underlined by the caption, which blazes forth in a retro projected banner. The font is streamlined and made rotund and the letters truncated and fit together in evocation of 1980s science fiction blockbusters. There is an ironic tinge and hammy air to the treatment.
The equation of the future as a musical reveals that Diesel is clearly constructing futurology as a form of light entertainment in the vein of vaudeville, burlesque, and comic opera. Modern musicals come into the same category as cabaret, operettas, and vaudeville revues, made up of ditties and sketches privileging songs over story. In these shows, narrative is very much subsidiary to music and often an excuse to break into song. The whole point of musicals is their undemanding escapism -low brow, disposable fun for a family night out. With musicals, the audience adopts a higher threshold for implausibility and willingly suspended their disbelief.
Most musicals package emotions to engineer ''feel good'' moments but at the expense of emotional subtlety. The musical itself is arguably the very apotheosis of kitsch -art that mass produces a base response for a mass market. Furthermore, like Kulka's definition of kitsch, musicals are now often parasitical on music originally composed for other purposes. The recent rash of London West End musicals about successful rock bands such as ''Mamma Mia'' and ''We Will Rock You'' are a case in point. These shows shrewdly cash in on the mass popularity of 1980s back catalogues.
The conceit of this advertising is that the notion of the future itself as the fiction in which we are invited to believe. So the use of the musical as the key motif in this ad campaign clearly declares Diesel's lack of faith in the future and the belief in universal panaceas. The implicit rejoinder to the campaign slogan is that most musicals should not ever be believed in. Thus a vision of the future, presented as a musical is not a future to be trusted. This one campaign distils all the Diesel hallmarks: kitsch, camp, and irony.
Diesel and the future
Diesel derides the naive optimism and myopia of future prophecy. The work invites us to consider the laughably inaccurate track record of future divination -from ancient soothsayers to the science fiction authors of the twentieth century. Most prognostications have been overshadowed or utterly blindsided by events such as the sudden genesis of the internet, the fall of Communism, breakthroughs in the human genome, and the 9/11 attacks.
Instead, Diesel adopts an attitude of agnosticism towards the future that incorporates debates in 'endism', loss of faith in the possibility of progress, and that adopts a hindsight modality that seems to historicize the present.
Modernism was characterized by a belief that progress and industrialization and urbanization were to create a new man with a new consciousness to make it happen. This belief in progress was adopted by art movements.
The Italian Futurists of the early twentieth century were obsessed with speed, revered the automobile, and wanted to hurtle forth into the future. Their nemesis was passéisme and their mission was to leave the past behind for exciting new vistas. Diesel, Italian compatriots of the twentieth century, appear to prefer to subscribe to arrested development. There is a heavy viscosity to go with the temporal dislocation in Diesel ads; they seem somehow not only displaced but also trapped in time. This is mirrored by the obstinacy of human silliness that lurks in all successive heterotopias they present.
Not only have we lost utopia as an ideal end, but historical time itself is also lost, in its continuity and its unfolding. Something like a short circuit has occurred, a switch shift of the temporal dimension . . . from this point on, the goal is no longer life transformed, which was the maximal utopia, but rather life as survival, which is kind of minimal utopia. (Baudrillard 2008: 162) Diesel's attitude chimes in with 'endism': debates as to whether that history as an unfolding dialectic between competing forces has come to a close. This thesis was propounded by Francis Fukuyama in his 1993 book End of history and the last man. Although his thesis has been attacked from a number of quarters, it does seem to hold a grain of truth. Within liberal democracies, there is a weariness in our thinking, and a growing apathy towards politics due to the lack of alternatives to neo-liberalist model.
In his essay ''The Millenium, or Suspense of the Year 2000,'' Baudrillard argues that time no longer counts forward progressively from an origin -but rather regressively starting from the end and that we live in the shadow of some final reckoning. He writes, ''We are experiencing time and history in a kind of deep coma. This is the hysteresis of the millennium, which expresses itself in interminable crisis. It is no longer the future that lies before us, but an anorectic dimension -the impossibility of anything's being over and, at the same time, the impossibility of seeing beyond the present'' (Baudrillard 2008: 156) .
Diesel ads dramatize this short-circuit by writing about the present as if a classical historian writing about follies of late imperial decadence in the days before the fall. An allegory for this is the archangel of history in the Klee painting mentioned in the last essay of Benjamin's Illuminations. This angel is powerless to close its wings and is being pulled backwards inexorably into the future by a storm from paradise. It cannot see where it is headed and therefore helplessly observes the past as a single catastrophic wreck piling up ruin upon ruin. Diesel assumes the guise of this angel but with a twist. The Diesel seraphim is newly proactive, enjoying its privileged vantage point, and using end of ideology for their semiotic ends, knowing that we are condemned to live in randomness.
Does this mean that Diesel have a pessimistic and melancholic character?
Frederique Thema, the creative director of Marcel, counters the idea that Diesel is negative about the future. For Marcel, the message is about hope and an encouragement not to lose heart -to continue to live as optimists. ''To us, Successful Living is a life where you live the way you want, humanity will still be in charge of the planet -we will always have trouble with those little daily troubles will still be there but also saying that -disagree with Mr. Huxley whatever level of technology humanity will still have the control'' (Frederique Thema, Creative Director, Marcel, Paris).
The ironic paradox in this idea itself is that Diesel conveys a sense of its own sagacity by poking fun at the future. The future as passage of time for Diesel does not exist. Recurrence and repetition will condemn us to consume ourselves. Diesel's future are fictions confected by the brand. They work partially in tracing continuities in what we proclaim will be violent ruptures, partly by sco‰ng at those visions of the future that never materialized. The brand escapes these absurd futures into an infinite ''now'' of its own creation. It finds this ironic ''now'' a better place than predicted futures that so often spectacularly misfire. So Diesel speaks in the subjunctive mood, using the present tense to discuss a state of a¤airs that, while rather fantastical, are actually somehow conceivable.
Conclusion: Consumerism and ideology
Business is amassing great sums by charging admission to the ritual simulation of its own lynching. -Heath and Potter (2004) 6.1. Diesel and the rebel sell To conclude, it worthwhile considering where Diesel stands on ideology.
This is an exceedingly complex question because Diesel advertising is a tissue of potential textual meanings, many of them false dawns or red herrings but others hinting at genuinely operational ideological agendas.
The book Rebel sell by Canadian philosophers Potter and Heath makes the case that counterculture has been hijacked by brands. They extend the thesis of Thomas Frank in the Conquest of cool by suggesting that the countercultural stance is di¤erential within a system of relations and thus about defining and displaying one's taste, rather than oppositional or seditious. The countercultural feint inveigles those craving distinction into recoiling from the conformity of mass culture and into the arms of countercultural brands. This drove the massive upsurge in consumerism in the 1960s -a tactical attack on the conservatism and staid conventions of the previous decade. For Frank, Potter, and Heath ''rebel consumerism'' is a massive fillip for brands because it provides a cohort of motivated consumers desperate to signal their antipathy for mass society through goods. Frank traces this phenomenon back to iconic advertising agency DDB who performed and propagated this countercultural through several campaigns, most notably Volkswagen. He writes ''No longer would advertising labor to construct an idealized but self-evidently false vision of consumer perfection: instead it would o¤er itself as an antidote to the patent absurdities of a¿uence'' (Frank 1997: 68) .
Frank asserts that the welter of pseudo-hip products that flooded the marketplace in the 1960s were ways for the establishment to buy o¤ political dissent through the symbolic acquisition of harmless emblems. Heath and Potter, glossing Frank, argue that what passes for rebellion in branded counterculture is in fact merely deviance rather than genuine and substantive dissent. The di¤erence can be illustrated by the gulf in ideology and commitment between Martin Luther King, for instance, and Charles Manson. One serenely but sedulously promotes a radical agenda for change, the other rails against the system for commercial gain. That the two are frequently conflated means that citizens are often induced into empty deviance, which bolsters consumerism, not genuine resistance.
For Heath and Potter, even culture jamming as embodied by Kalle Lasne and as promulgated by the anti-corporate magazine Adbusters is guilty of peddling bombastic deviance that has marginal impact on the system.
In presenting the sca¤olding of signification for scrutiny -for those alive to the signs of kitsch and irony -it could be claimed Diesel shares in the culture jamming spirit. Diesel exposes the stratagems employed by the general run of fashion brands. The argument here though is that Diesel does not set itself up as an adversary of mass society -it o¤ers a form of gentle deviance, and philosophical depth that leaves consumers satisfied.
Diesel is superlative in its ability to propagate the virtues of consumerism -via sign manipulation -while at the same time decrying this very same manipulation.
At the denotative level Diesel advertising works as conventional glossy lifestyle advertising purporting to confer some sort of Successful Living on those who buy into it. At the connotative level though, Diesel is busy calling into doubt the very possibility of achieving this phantom success.
It is a testament to their advertising that Diesel can speak like a maverick challenger brand with an anti-corporate feist.
Diesel and false consciousness
This paper argues that Diesel seeks not to expose and denounce the ills of its industry for capital but invites consumers to revel in its paradoxes. Diesel does not seek reconcile a dialectic of opposites -it is happy to remain in tension and eternal aporia at the intersection of the powers it queries. The slightly eerie ambience and kitsch used throughout their ads are alibis used to create ironic distance and exonerate them from blame. This is in order to immerse the viewer-decoder into the 'bliss of the text' and consequently evoke a negotiated reading that brings into play the decoder's accumulated store of topical references and critical resources.
The deftness of the Diesel brand strategy is that they rehearse the 'vanity paradox' of youth today. Young people publicly deny that looks and outward appearance are more important than personality yet spend hours worrying about their hairstyle, wardrobe, and look. They also claim to be impervious to the vicissitudes of fashion but so often succumb to its lures. Diesel constructs its brand world from the same internal conflicts as the target; a brand which hints at a social conscience that proves disposable.
Diesel naturalizes and legitimizes these feelings, making young people recognize the silliness of fashion and so feel better about themselves.
From the neo-Marxist view, this remains enlightened false consciousness foisted upon consumers by those who seek to lull them into acquiescence:
By applying enlightened false consciousness advertising ideology is able to absorb the challenges to its authority by a particular social group and thus to nullify any limitation those challenges could have placed on the persuasive power of the current ad. By drawing attention to the apparent obviousness of the advertising and consumer goods the ad appears to apply a reverse ideological strategy when in fact the overall result of such a strategy is to continue to persuade and influence the consumer. (Elliott and Ritson 1997: 201) As Roland Barthes writes in 'Myth Today,' mythologies are elusive and very di‰cult to confirm. Because signifiers are double-coded, no matter how strong our suspicions they o¤er a 'perpetual alibi.' Though it uses ciphers in its advertising, and the irony is heavy, Diesel cannot be pinned down as either idolator or as iconoclast or as idolator masquerading as iconoclast.
At the moment of reaching me, it suspends itself, turns away and . . . sti¤ens, it makes itself look neutral and innocent. What must always be remembered is that myth is a double system . . . the signification of the myth is constituted by a sort of constantly moving turnstile which presents alternately the meaning of the signifier and its form (myth). (Barthes 1957: 123; my translation) Jean Baudrillard argued that the sum total of advertising is itself a consumption object that he calls the 'mystique of solicitude.' For him, advertising does not hypnotize us with its claims. It is rather that we willingly smother ourselves within advertising's warm embrace. It is a form of patronage that parades itself as a gift. This certainly fits with the Diesel paradigm of blissful texts that befuddle and delight consumers. Now, the function of all the apparatuses of solicitude . . . is both to care for and to satisfy, on the one hand, and surreptiously to gain by enticement and abduction on the other . . . the ideology of the gift . . . serving always as an alibi for the real conditioning . . . that of his 'solicitation' or entreaty. (Baudrillard 1998: 168) To the engaged consumer, Diesel o¤ers a token role in a game of floating signification -a constantly changing game premised on a deep complicity. Successful decoders are rewarded with the kudos of having engaged with the text. In return, they become more attached to the brand, thus give more loyalty. Marcel Danesi, in his book Why it sells writes ''advertising style reduces thoughts to formulas, stocks phrases and slogans. Its conceptual system is not tied to larger social or philosophical grammar. It is instantaneous, geared to encapsulating fleeting images and condensed thoughts . . . Advertising instead constitutes a form of discourse that merely celebrates consumption'' (Danesi 2008: 178) .
Indeed, Diesel flirts with weighty social issues and broaches some topical themes to provoke intelligent dialogue with their consumers. But beneath the rhetorical strategies, irony and pretensions lies a false consciousness.
On a final note, Danesi has claimed that ''real immunization comes from understanding the semiotic nature of advertising and its techniques'' (Danesi 2008: 194) . This paper has shown that this immunization works both ways. From the brand perspective Diesel parodies rhetorical techniques and make palpable the sca¤olding of significance in order to inoculate itself from criticism and garner the countercultural currency.
On the other hand, employing commercial semiotics helps us decode the less obvious signs in texts in order to better immunize us against the persuasive techniques at work therein fortifying our powers of resistance. This is probably a more e¤ective bulwark against the noxious e¤ects of persuasive signs that clutter our mental environment than legislation.
Nevertheless, as all this has shown advertising is designed to sell and despite all the circuitous blu¤s and deception, Diesel is in the business of persuasion. Diesel casts its advertising as guides for Successful Living.
But success is never adequately defined and any lifestyles shown are unorthodox and ironically rendered. Diesel's Successful Living is nothing more or less than partaking in the great consumerist jamboree; decoding ads and buying their goods. In conclusion, what Diesel does is o¤er figments of existential philosophy while smuggling in sermons on consumerism.
One must not be taken in by the escalation of the erotic in advertising, any more than by the escalation of irony, the play, the distancing and the 'counteradvertising' all these contents are simply juxtaposed signs, all of which culminate in the brand name, which is the only real message. (Baudrillard 1998: 148) 
